
A high standard of accuracy has been sought in the preparation of this buying guide. We apologize 
for, but will not be bound by or responsible for, errors and omissions in this buying guide. 

Not all products may be available in all stores. See what is available at your local store by  
visiting IKEA-USA.com. For more detailed product information, see the price tag or visit  
IKEA-USA.com. All products shown require assembly. All textiles shown are imported.

Everyone deserves a good morning 
With the GODMORGON bathroom series you can create a 
well-organized bathroom that gives the whole family a calm start to 
the day — even if the bathroom is small. It is also made to withstand 
humidity thanks to a smart technique using vertically-wrapped foil 
finish. You can even get double sinks and faucets that save both time 
and water if you have a big family. There’s also plenty of room for 
storage. Everything from drawers with removable dividers to shallow 
wall and mirrored cabinets that give you a good overview. It’s easy 
to buy, because the sink cabinet and drawers come in one complete 
package. All you have to choose is the sink and the faucet.

Online planning
Put your creativity to work and design your own bathroom. Our easy-
to-use planner helps you try out different ideas to find what’s best for 
you. You can start from one of our inspirational solutions and adapt 
it or you can start from scratch. The planner tells you how much your 
combination will cost, and builds a list of the products you need, so 
you don’t forget anything at the store. It also checks if what you need is 
available before you go. The planner even helps you buy your products 
directly online.

Start planning today at: IKEA-USA.com/bathroomplanner

BUYING GUIDE

SAFETY
Secure It! Prevent tip-over 
injury. Furniture with included 
restraints must be secured to the 
wall according to the assembly 
instructions. 

Different wall materials require 
different types of hardware.  
Use hardware (sold separately)  
suitable for the walls in your 
home.

Ensure that the walls in your 
bathroom can support the weight 
of the sink cabinet, and if not, 
then use legs. 

CARE AND
CLEANING
Wipe furniture clean with a 
cloth dampened in water or a 
nonabrasive detergent, then wipe 
dry with a clean cloth. 
 
The sink and faucet should 
be wiped clean with a cloth 
dampened with water or a 
nonabrasive detergent.

Sinks made of ceramic are 
resistant to most chemicals, 
except for strong acids and  
strong alkalis.

Sinks made of crushed marble 
should not come in contact 
with ammonia, acids, strong 
detergents, hair dye or chlorine.

 
GODMORGON includes  
a free 10-year limited   
warranty. For  details see   
IKEA-USA.com/warranty

GODMORGON
Bathroom furniture
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1. Start planning your bathroom by thinking about the wall 
space you have available for a sink cabinet and sink, since this 
is the center of most bathroom activities. The GODMORGON 
series includes sink cabinets of different sizes and storage 
capacities.
After you have decided on the size of the sink cabinet, you can 
choose between different colors and finishes and find the one 
that suits both your needs and style. The sink cabinets must 
be mounted to the wall with or without supporting legs. The 
drawers in GODMORGON sink cabinets are smooth running 
and pull out fully so you can easily see and reach what’s inside. 
Pull-out stops prevent the drawers from being pulled out too 
far and falling, which is especially practical if you have children. 
Removable dividers inside the drawers let you customize the 
space according to your needs. You can even maximize the 
storage inside the drawers by adding one of the GODMORGON 
transparent boxes that fit the drawers perfectly and keep all 
your jewelry, make up, brushes, tubes and bottles organized. 
Along with all the smartness of GODMORGON drawers  
they are also easy to assemble.

2. IKEA sinks come in different sizes and materials. You can 
choose a single, double or countertop sink, depending on 
your needs and space. The sinks are made of ceramic or 
crushed marble. Ceramic sinks have a glazed finish and are 
easy to clean. They have excellent scratch resistance and are 
very durable. Crushed marble is comprised mainly of crushed 
minerals with binding agents. Crushed marble sinks are 
smooth, durable and easy to clean. All sinks come with a water 
trap and strainer. 

3. You can find a wide selection of faucets at IKEA. Choose your 
faucet based on function and design. All bathroom faucets 
come with a strainer kit, with the exception of GLYPEN and 
SALJEN faucets. All faucets at IKEA have a flow regulator that 
uses less water but ensures that the water flow feels the same. 

Most of our bathroom faucets have a special function — a cold 
water start that helps you save energy. Usually, you turn on an 
ordinary faucet by lifting the lever straight up, which releases 

both cold and hot water. But often, the hot water does not reach 
the entire way out and stops in the pipes. When you lift the lever 
straight up on a faucet with a cold water start function, only cold 
water is released, which reduces any waste of hot water.  
To release the hot water, you lift the lever to the left.

4. Now it’s time for you to choose what to put above and around 
your sink: mirrors, mirror cabinets, high cabinets, high cabinets 
with mirror doors, or wall cabinets. The combination possibilities 
are endless. Make your choice based on your bathroom storage 
needs, space and style preference as GODMORGON is available 
in modern and traditional styles.

5. Its easy to choose the style expression that best fits your 
needs. Simply combine your desired GODMORGON sink cabinet 
with one of several TOLKEN countertops and a TÖRNVIKEN, 
KATTEVIK or HÖRVIK countertop sink. IKEA bathroom 
countertops have been developed with special attention 
to quality, so they are water resistant, durable and will last 
a long time. They come in seven different sizes that match 
GODMORGON sink cabinets perfectly. Choose the look that suits 
you and your bathroom best. 

6. Finally, you can complete your bathroom with furniture from 
the VILTO, BROGRUND and KALKGRUND series, which make it 
possible to create smart and functional open storage solutions. 
They’re designed to match GODMORGON sizes so the look in 
your bathroom will be totally coordinated.

Bathroom online planning
Put your creativity to work! Our easy to use bathroom planner 
helps you make your dream come true for you and your family. 
You can explore your ideas to find the best combination of 
furniture that fits your space and suits your needs. You can test 
different colors and styles to get the look you love. You can also 
get inspiration from examples of bathrooms we have created 
for you. The planner tells you how much your dream will cost. 
It creates a list of the products you need, so you don’t forget 
anything at the store. It also checks if they are available before you 
go. The planner even helps you buy your products directly online.
Start planning today at IKEA-USA.com/bathroomplanner
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Handles are included with sink and high cabinets and differ depending on your choice of finish. Width×Depth×Height.

GODMORGON ALL THE PARTS

GODMORGON Sink cabinet 23⅝×18½×11⅜".
Gillburen dark gray 104.827.53
Gillburen gray-green 904.827.54

GODMORGON Sink cabinet 31½×18½×11⅜".

Gillburen dark gray 404.827.56
Gillburen gray-green 804.827.59

GODMORGON Sink cabinet 23⅝×18½×22⅞".
White 402.811.02
Brown stained ash effect 004.579.09
Gillburen dark gray 304.812.53
Gillburen gray-green 804.812.55
High-gloss white 801.955.36
High-gloss gray 401.971.32

GODMORGON Sink cabinet 23⅝×18½×22⅞".

Kasjön light gray 103.876.28
Kasjön white 903.876.29

GODMORGON Sink cabinet 31½×18½×22⅞".
White 002.811.04
Brown stained ash effect   804.579.10
Gillburen dark gray 504.827.46
Gillburen gray-green 704.827.45
High-gloss white 301.809.95
High-gloss gray 801.809.93

GODMORGON Sink cabinet 31½×18½×22⅞".
Kasjön light gray 503.876.45
Kasjön white 003.876.43

GODMORGON Sink cabinet 39⅜×18½×22⅞".
White 003.441.06
Brown stained ash effect   704.578.83
Gillburen dark gray 904.827.49
High-gloss white 803.440.94
High-gloss gray 003.440.93

GODMORGON Sink cabinet 39⅜×18½×22⅞".
Kasjön light gray 203.876.56
Kasjön white 003.876.57

GODMORGON Sink cabinet 47¼×18½×22⅞".
White 603.441.32
High-gloss white 303.440.96
High-gloss gray 503.440.95 

GODMORGON Sink cabinet 47¼×18½×22⅞".
Kasjön light gray 203.876.75
Kasjön white 503.876.74

GODMORGON Open cabinet 7⅞×17¾×11⅜"
Gillburen dark gray 404.812.19
Gillburen gray-green 804.812.22

GODMORGON Open cabinet 7⅞×17¾×22⅞"
Gillburen dark gray 204.812.20
Gillburen gray-green 004.812.21

GODMORGON Wall cabinet 15¾×5½×37¾".
White 402.810.98
Brown stained ash effect 704.579.15
High-gloss white 601.475.13
High-gloss gray 601.649.13 

 

GODMORGON High cabinet 15¾×12⅝×75⅝".

White 003.440.69
Brown stained ash effect 404.578.51
Gillburen dark gray 504.812.47
High-gloss white 803.440.65
High-gloss gray 303.440.63

GODMORGON High cabinet 15¾×12⅝×75⅝".
Kasjön light gray 903.922.73
Kasjön white 703.922.74

GODMORGON Mirror cabinet

15¾×5½×37¾", 1-door 102.302.27
23⅝×5½×37¾", 2-door 102.189.99
27½×5½×37¾", 2-door 902.189.95
31½×5½×37¾", 2-door 103.043.55
39⅜×5½×37¾", 2-door 603.043.53

GODMORGON Mirror cabinet 23⅝×5½×37¾".
Kasjön light gray 803.923.15
Kasjön white 603.923.16

GODMORGON Mirror cabinet 31½×5½×37¾".

Kasjön light gray 203.922.38
Kasjön white 003.922.39

LETTAN Mirror
23⅝×37¾" 804.353.05
31½×37¾" 804.353.10
39⅜×37¾" 604.352.69
47¼×37¾" 304.353.03
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GODMORGON Sink cabinet 55⅛×18½×22⅞".
White 503.441.37
High-gloss white 903.441.35
High-gloss gray 103.440.97

GODMORGON Sink cabinet 55⅛×18½×22⅞".
Kasjön light gray 803.890.87

Kasjön white 003.890.86



Width×Depth×Height.

GODMORGON ALL THE PARTS

GODMORGON Box with compartments 12½×11×4".

Smoked 104.002.67

GODMORGON Boxes with lids 9½×7¾×4".

Smoked 504.002.70 set of 5

GODMORGON Mini chest with two drawers 9×7½×3½".

Smoked 504.565.54

GODMORGON Storage units 13⅜×6¾×1⅛".

Smoked 904.002.73 set of 2

GODMORGON Leg H5⅞-9⅞".

Round/stainless steel 303.498.38

GODMORGON Kasjön leg L6¾-10¼".

Shiny stainless steel 903.917.30

4
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SINKS AND FAUCETS  
All IKEA bathroom faucets and sinks include a free 10-year limited warranty. Width×Depth×Height.

See IKEA-USA.com/
warranty for details. 

ODENSVIK Sink Strainer and water trap included. Ceramic. 
White 

24¾×19¼×2⅜", single 801.955.55
32⅝×19¼×2⅜", single 701.808.04
40½×19¼×2⅜", single 401.939.40
48⅜×19¼×2⅜", single 601.939.44
40½×19¼×2⅜", double 301.483.21
48⅜×19¼×2⅜", double 001.483.27
56¼×19¼×2⅜", double 801.483.28

BRÅVIKEN Sink Strainer and water trap included. Crushed 
marble. White

24×19¼×3⅞". 701.955.51
31½×18⅞×3⅞". 101.808.02
39⅜×18⅞×3⅞". 601.483.10 

55⅛×18⅞×3⅞". Double 801.483.09 

HÖRVIK Countertop sink Strainer and water trap included. 
Crushed marble. White

17¾×12⅝×4¾" 703.589.39

KATTEVIK Countertop sink Crushed marble. White

Ø15¾, H5⅞" 703.589.44

TÖRNVIKEN Countertop sink Strainer and water trap 
included. Ceramic. White 

Ø17¾, H5½" 302.915.16
17¾×17¾×H4¾" 002.936.11  

TOLKEN countertop High-pressure melamine.

Anthracite
32¼×19¼×¾" 003.547.27
40⅛×19¼×¾" 803.547.14
55⅞×19¼×¾" 503.547.20

Bamboo
32¼×19¼×¾" 403.712.73
40⅛×19¼×¾" 303.712.64
55⅞×19¼×¾" 203.712.69

Marble effect
24⅜×19¼×¾ 503.546.97
32¼×19¼×¾"" 503.547.01
40⅛×19¼×¾" 803.546.86
48×19¼×¾" 803.546.91
55⅞×19¼×¾" 903.546.95
63¾×19¼×¾" 304.812.29
71⅝×19¼×¾" 904.812.31

SALJEN Bath faucet

ABS plastic, Black 204.003.23

PILKÅN Bath faucet with strainer

Chrome-plated brass 804.003.39

  

ENSEN Faucet With sink strainer.

Chrome-plated brass 202.813.82

RUNSKÄR Bath faucet with strainer

Chrome-plated brass 802.621.25
Brass-plated 704.957.38

GLYPEN Bath faucet

Chrome-plated brass 104.571.93

  

DALSKÄR Faucet With sink strainer.

Stainless steel-color 602.813.04
Chrome-plated brass 202.812.97

 

LUNDSKÄR Faucet With sink strainer.

Chrome-plated brass 102.400.28

Black 404.676.33

BROGRUND Faucet With sink strainer.

Chrome-plated brass 503.430.86

BROGRUND Faucet With sensor.

Chrome-plated brass 804.233.50

BROGRUND Tall faucet With sink strainer.

Chrome-plated brass 003.430.98

HAMNSKÄR Faucet With sink strainer.

Chrome-plated brass 803.430.80

Black 003.472.18

VOXNAN Faucet With sink strainer.

Chrome-plated brass 303.430.92

VOXNAN Tall faucet With sink strainer.

Chrome-plated brass 603.430.62
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ACCESSORIES

LETTAN Mirror
23⅝×37¾" 804.353.05
31½×37¾" 804.353.10
39⅜×37¾" 604.352.69
47¼×37¾" 304.353.03

STORJORM Mirror cabinet with built-in  
LED lighting Hardwire installation. 23⅝×5½×37¾".

White 602.500.67

STORJORM Mirror cabinet with built-in  
LED lighting Hardwire installation. 31½×5½×37¾". 

White 202.500.69

STORJORM Mirror cabinet with built-in  
LED lighting Hardwire installation. 39⅜×5½×37¾".

White 802.500.66

STORJORM Mirror with integrated LED lighting 
Hardwire installation. 31½×23⅝".

White 102.500.84

STORJORM Mirror with integrated LED lighting  
Hardwire installation. Ø18½".

White 302.500.83

VILTO Shelf unit 18⅛×10¼×59".

Black 703.587.41

GANSJÖN 3-piece bathroom set Cup, soap dispenser  
and tray.

Stoneware 504.988.89

SKISSEN 3-piece bathroom set Includes one of each: soap 
dispenser, 11.5 oz (Ø2¾, H7½"), toothbrush holder (Ø3⅛, 
H4"), and tray (Ø3⅜").

Glass 104.566.45

BROGRUND Boxes Includes two pcs 5½×4×2¾" and  
one pc 11×4×2¾".

Transparent gray/white 103.290.92 set of 3

BROGRUND Glass shelf Stainless steel.

26⅜×W4⅜" 905.246.74

BROGRUND Corner wall shelf unit W7½×D7½×H22¾".

Stainless steel 304.089.79

BROGRUND Towel rail Stainless steel.

L26½×D5" 303.285.34

BROGRUND Towel holder, 3 bars Extendable bars 17–24¾".

Stainless steel 604.267.07

BROGRUND Wall shelf with towel rail Stainless steel.

L26⅜×W10⅝" 703.339.82

BROGRUND Hanger for door 11½×5½". Door thickness 1½".

Stainless steel 203.285.44

BROGRUND Hooks 1¼×2¾".

Stainless steel 205.246.77 2pk

BROGRUND Toilet paper holder W5".

Stainless steel 003.285.40

BROGRUND Toilet brush Ø4, H15¾".

Stainless steel 403.285.38

BROGRUND Touch top trash can 1 gal. 8¼×5½×10¾".

Stainless steel 704.333.64

KALKGRUND Toilet paper holder W5½".

Chrome-plated 002.914.76

KALKGRUND Soap dispenser 8 oz. H5¼". 

Chrome-plated 602.914.78

KALKGRUND Toothbrush holder H5". 

Chrome-plated 002.914.81

SAXBORGA Storage box with mirrored lid 
L9½×D6¾×H5½".

Plastic/cork 803.918.82

SAXBORGA Jars with lids and tray

Glass/cork  403.918.79 set of 5

EKOLN Soap dish Stoneware. L5×W4".

Beige 204.930.01 
Dark gray 604.416.18 
Gray-green 504.967.91

EKOLN Toothbrush holder Stoneware. H4"

Beige 304.930.10
Dark gray 004.416.21
Gray-green 204.967.97

EKOLN Soap dispenser Stoneware. 10 oz. H7”.
Beige 604.930.04
Dark gray 404.416.19
Gray-green 904.967.94

EKOLN Toilet brush Painted stoneware/steel/plastic/
synthetic rubber. 

Beige 904.930.07
Dark gray 804.273.10
Gray-green 204.968.01

EKOLN Trash can. Powder-coated steel, stainless steel and 
plastic. Ø6¾. H9½". 1 gal.

Beige 704.930.13
Dark gray 404.939.10
Gray-green 604.968.04

Width×Depth×Height.
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ACCESSORIES
Width×Depth×Height.

Smart lighting
GUNNARP LED ceiling/wall lamp Built-in LED.  
TRÅDFRI remote control is sold separately. You need the 
TRÅDFRI remote control in order to be able to dim your 
lighting. Not suitable for use with wired dimmers. Ø16".

Dimmable/white spectrum 304.368.16

STYRBAR Remote control With STYRBAR remote control 
you can dim your TRÅDFRI connected lighting without a 
wired installation. A magnet makes it easy to attach the 
remote control to the wall bracket. Requires 2-AA 
batteries. IKEA recommends our sustainable LADDA 
rechargeable batteries. Batteries are sold separately. 
Works with IKEA Home smart.

White 804.883.70
Stainless steel 504.636.15

TRÅDFRI Gateway With TRÅDFRI gateway and IKEA Home 
smart app you can control each light source individually, 
create different types of lighting settings — and control them 
by remote control or the app. You can turn off, turn on, dim, 
choose colors and change from warm to cool light.

003.378.13

 
SILVERGLANS Driver for wireless control, 30 W, dimmable.  
You can connect up to 5 light units to the driver, as long  
as the total wattage does not exceed 30W. Works with  
IKEA Home smart products. *If you plan to use SILVERGLANS 
driver in a bathroom, it must be hard-wired. Approved for 
damp locations.
White 504.748.26

SILVERGLANS LED light strip for bathroom. Lighting  
creates atmosphere in homes and makes everyday life 
easier. Dimmable with TRÅDFRI wireless dimmer, sold 
separately. If you connect the lighting strip to SILVERGLANS 
driver and wireless dimmer, you can easily turn on, turn off, 
and dim your lighting as needed.  Add the TRÅDFRI gateway 
and IKEA Home smart app for control through Amazon 
Alexa, Apple HomeKit or Google Home. Can only  
be used with IKEA Smart lighting products. Approved  
for damp locations.
Anthracite 
18", 4.1W 204.396.79
24", 5.4W 904.396.71

White 
18", 4.1W 004.396.42
24", 5.4W 304.396.50

Drawer lighting
STÖTTA LED cabinet lighting strip with sensor Built-in LED. 
The light switches on and off automatically when you open 
or close the drawer so no energy is wasted. Requires 4-AA 
batteries (2-AA for 13"), sold separately. IKEA recommends 
LADDA rechargeable batteries.

13" 103.600.87
20" 503.600.90
28" 903.600.93

Ceiling, wall and cabinet lighting
SÖDERSVIK LED ceiling lamp Hardwire installation. 
Ø8¼, H3". 

Glossy white 504.562.24

Black/chrome plated 404.551.21

SÖDERSVIK LED wall lamp Hardwire installation. L27½" 

Glossy white 804.562.32

Black/chrome plated 704.551.29

FRIHULT Ceiling lamp The glass shade provides balanced 
general lighting throughout the room. Light bulb sold 
separately. IKEA recommends LED bulb E14 chandelier opal 
white. Ø5⅞, H9⅞".

Stainless steel-color 304.316.49

FRIHULT Ceiling/wall lamp The glass shade provides 
balanced general lighting throughout the room. Light bulb 
sold separately. IKEA recommends LED bulb E14 chandelier 
opal white. Ø6¼, H7½".

Black 104.316.07
Stainless steel-color 704.316.14

FRIHULT Wall lamp A versatile lamp that can be mounted 
facing upwards or downwards, on its own above the mirror or 
as a pair with one on each side. Light bulb sold separately. IKEA 
recommends LED bulb E14 chandelier opal white. Ø5½, H11".

Black 804.316.42
Stainless steel-color 704.316.28
Brass-color 204.316.35

KABOMBA LED ceiling lamp, dimmable A modern lamp 
in an art deco style. Gives a diffused light which is good 
for spreading a lot of light around the room. May be 
combined with any of the dimmable KABOMBA wall lamps. 
The included light source will last for a long time, but if it 
breaks or stops illuminating it can be replaced with a new 
one. Tested and approved for bathroom use. Hardwired 
installation. Ø14".

Chrome plated/glossy 105.025.05
Matte/black 604.898.13

KABOMBA LED wall lamp, dimmable  A modern art deco 
style with a built-in dimmable LED bulb. Full light to put 
on make-up or shave, and more diffused light to create a 
calm and comfy atmosphere, just like in a hotel bathroom.  
The included light source will last for a long time, but if it 
breaks or stops illuminating it can be replaced with a new 
one. Tested and approved for bathroom use. Hardwired 
installation. 19×6"

Chrome plated/glossy 805.024.94
Matte/black 104.898.20

KABOMBA LED wall lamp with mirror, dimmable
The lamp is dimmed by using the button on the side, 
so you can easily get the light that suits each activity or 
occasion. By dimming the lighting, you change the mood 
in the room while saving energy. The mirror enlarges the 
reflection — ideal for plucking your eyebrows, shaving or 
putting on make-up. You can place the mirror anywhere on 
the lamp’s frame or remove it and hold the mirror in your 
hand. The mirror on the lamp magnifies the reflection three 
times. Tested and approved for bathroom use. Hardwired 
installation. 8"

Chrome plated/glossy 005.025.01
Matte/black 004.898.06



© Inter IKEA Systems B.V. 2008/2017/2019 
Valid as of April 1, 2022 posting. Prices and availability of products are subject to change  
without notice. Please see IKEA-USA.com or your local IKEA store for the most up to date pricing.

IKEA products are designed to be taken home and assembled by you. That way, you’ll save the most money. But if you would like some 
help, we can offer a range of services. Assembly and delivery services fulfilled by an Independent Service Provider.
Contact your local IKEA store or visit the IKEA website for details: IKEA-USA.com/services

SERVICES

IKEA Home Planner
Create your GODMORGON bathroom from the ground up  
in a 3D environment where you will get a price for every  
unit and for the complete bathroom. You can print out 
drawings and product lists at home or save them. At your 
local IKEA store, you can discuss your design with one of  
our bathroom experts for further advice and support.  
Learn more at IKEA-USA.com/bathroomplanner

IKEA Projekt Credit Card

Your dream home is now within reach and 
more affordable than ever. With the IKEA 
Projekt Credit Card*, you don’t have to put off 
loving every room in your home.

*Credit card offers are subject to approval.
IKEA Projekt Credit Card Accounts  
are issued by Comenity Capital Bank.

To learn more visit IKEA-USA.com/creditcard  
or drop by your local IKEA store.

DELIVERY SERVICE TASKRABBIT ASSEMBLY

Most of our products are designed and 
packaged so that you can take them 
home yourself. If you prefer, we can 
arrange for delivery of your purchases 
directly to your home or business. Same 
day, next day or same week deliveries 
are available. We can also arrange for 
delivery at a later date if you would like.

All IKEA products are designed to be 
assembled by you, but you don’t have 
to. We’ve partnered with TaskRabbit 
to connect you with a network of 
independent ‘Taskers’ who can provide 
quick and convenient assembly and 
mounting services for your IKEA 
purchases made online and in stores. 
You can schedule assembly service  
for as soon as the same day, with  
the Tasker of your choice. Visit  
TaskRabbit.com/IKEA or see a  
co-worker for more details. 

Services and prices may vary, please see IKEA-USA.com/services or talk to us in your local IKEA store.


